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In the current NushuSources file in UCD, there are two types of properties according to 

UAX #44, one is kSrc_NushuDuben, the other is kReading. After checking, we found 8 

values for 4 Nushu characters are not suitable in the current locations, so we request 

interchanging them. 

 

1. U+1B22A and U+1B23B 

The glyph for U+1B22A is shown as below. 

 
And the two values for U+1B22A are shown as below. 

U+1B22A kSrc_NushuDuben 45.14 

U+1B22A kReading ngu13 

The glyph for U+1B23B is shown as below. 

 
And the two values for U+1B23B are shown as below. 

U+1B23B kSrc_NushuDuben 46.05 

U+1B23B kReading ang21 

When we check 45.14 in Nushu Duben, we get the following information. 
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And when we check 46.05 in Nushu Duben, we get the following information. 

 

We can know easily U+1B22A matches the values for U+1B23B, and U+1B23B matches the 

values for U+1B22A. Therefore, we request interchanging the values between U+1B22A and 

U+1B23B as below. 

U+1B22A kSrc_NushuDuben 46.05 

U+1B22A kReading ang21 

U+1B23B kSrc_NushuDuben 45.14 

U+1B23B kReading ngu13 

 

2. U+1B24B and U+1B268 

The glyph for U+1B24B is shown as below. 

 
And the two values for U+1B24B are shown as below. 

U+1B24B kSrc_NushuDuben 46.21 

U+1B24B kReading kue35 

The glyph for U+1B268 is shown as below. 

 
And the two values for U+1B268 are shown as below. 

U+1B268 kSrc_NushuDuben 48.14 

U+1B268 kReading tsiou33 

When we check 46.21 in Nushu Duben, we get the following information. 
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And when we check 48.14 in Nushu Duben, we get the following information. 

 

We can know easily U+1B24B matches the values for U+1B268, and U+1B268 matches the 

values for U+1B24B. Therefore, we request interchanging the values between U+1B24B and 

U+1B268 as below. 

U+1B24B kSrc_NushuDuben 48.14 

U+1B24B kReading tsiou33 

U+1B268 kSrc_NushuDuben 46.21 

U+1B268 kReading kue35 
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